
FEMALE INNER POWER CLUB
Where amazing women rise

by sourcing strength from the inside out



IMAGINE THE IMPACT...  IF YOU
KNEW HOW TO FULLY TAP INTO 
 YOUR INNER POWER...

What would be different in terms of

your work? Your life?

  

How would you back your decisions?

How would you feel inside?

How would others see you?

And what would be possible.....?



YOU ARE SO MUCH MORE POWERFUL THAN YOU KNOW. 
POWERFUL, WAY BEYOND YOUR WILDEST DREAMS.
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"When I met you I was suffering. Thank you for all

your amazing and nourishing help on my way to

everything being possible and easy, even beyond

imaginable! Not just in business but in my private

life too. Business is a joy now. 

Everything is a joy now" 
 

Sanya Ristic



Presenting :
 

THE FEMALE INNER POWER CLUB 
 

This is where you can re-power, re-fuel and grow.
 

 
 

Online Self-study Female Inner Power Modules

+ Live group trainings and conversations, 

+ Connection Hub 

All for amazing women who want their work and lives to matter.
 

 

Everything is designed for the busy multi-juggling woman, so trainings come in potent, 
bite-sized doses of 5-20 minutes. 
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Unlocking the gifts of your intuition and

sharpening your ability to be a conduit  or

channel.  It's being in flow/in the zone, where

it seems like you can create miracles without

any push.  (And yes you can).

Leading becomes easy and natural. Others

automatically see you as a leader.

Delivering more real results and at the

same time having a lot more energy.

Increasingly confident in the face of

change and  strong in your ability to handle

the curve balls life sends you with grace.

Inspiration and creativity flows so that 

 work projects, emails, presentation and

everything you need to deliver comes easily.

Feeling a strong inner calm and joy that

bubbles from the inside out. It makes

people are wonder what you're up to because

life and work seems much easier to you than

to everyone else.

Accelerated courage and self belief leading

you to take steps that truly honour your

potential and desires.

Learning how to stretch time by looking

after yourself first.

Your life will  have a new spaciousness to it

and all your relationships as well as your

health improves.

Lean into the women that came before

you/us, so you can turn previous female

struggle into raw magnetic feminine power.

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT FROM THE FEMALE INNER POWER CLUB:
 



7. BONUS MODULE: DAILY ALIGNMENT PRACTICES
7+ rituals/exercises that has you access your full Female Inner Power 

in just 2-10 minutes  

1. FEMALE INNER POWER FOUNDATIONS
Learn how to build female inner power, so you can

become your most powerful self

2. INTUITION & GUIDANCE
Access wisdom and guidance to always have

clarity, and faith on the path forward

3. CALM FROM THE INSIDE OUT
Quiet the noisy mind, radical self-trust and being

grounded no matter what life brings 

4. POTENT & POWERFUL
A little you goes a long way. Plus learn to live from

possibility and future best-self you

5. LEADERSHIP, BUSINESS, ACTION
Do your work from Female Inner Power and

achieve more with less

6. WOMAN POWER THROUGH THE TIMES
Embrace the female power that flows through

generations and clear the witch-wound

THE MODULES:



WHAT YOU'LL GET:

Access to a whole library of trainings, rituals and exercises on sourcing strength

from female inner power.  Valued at £1500

Live workshops at least once a month via Zoom. We we have Live

trainings/workshops where you can get all your questions answered and work

deeper together with the other women from the club. These workshops are

amazing. So many break-throughs take place as a results, lots of momentum is

generated as well as results. Valued at £1200 per year

Ongoing new materials supporting you to strengthen your Female Inner Power.

Valued at £500 per year

A private Facebook Group where you can connect with the other women in the Club

and deepen your learnings includes pop-up support and coaching Valued at £360

Total value: £3560 per year
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7- POWERFUL MODULES. 
All trainings broken in 5-20 minutes
chunks because you are a busy
important woman. 

Ongoing New Trainings being added.

Instant access to more than 60 trainings
/ exercises /rituals with more on the
way.

You'll receive: LIVE MONTHLY WORKSHOPS and
Q&A Calls.  

Private Facebook Group to connect
with other amazing women on the rise
and get pop-up support, FB Lives on key
topics and much more.

Membership site with easy access to all
trainings in one place.

Become a member of the Female Inner Power Club  

 £33 a month (no minimum contract) or pay £359 for 12 months

 

Total value
£3560 a year



Through the last 14+ years Noomi has coached leaders and

business owners in more than 15 countries 

The red thread in Noomi’s work – whether she’s working with a

CEO or a mum who has just been unfairly demoted because she

took maternity leave – is always Inner Power. 

Back in 2009, Noomi ran transformational in-person workshops

called Power Ladies. And now more than a decade later, the

female inner power work has come into being already being the

catalyst for many women stepping more fully into their courage

and power. 

 
"Since working with Noomi on my inner power, I have grown in every direction. "

 

Mialy Dermish

Noomi got a her first paid coaching client at the age of 27

and hasn’t looked back since. She never intended to start

her own business, but was fiercely adamant that she

would only do work she loved, and who would hire a 

27-year-old leadership coach, 

she wondered?

 

Over the years Noomi has trained 

in both traditional and pioneering coaching 

approaches, studied adult training 

& development, NLP, and the deeply 

therapeutic work of family constellations 

and organisational constellations.

 

FOUNDER OF THE FEMALE INNER POWER CLUB: 

NOOMI MELCHIOR NATAN. 
 

Coach, Inner Power facilitator, Leadership Consultant, Courage-Catalyst, Team-Trust-Builder, Podcaster, Wife and Mother.
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"Do something today 
that your future self will thank you for." 
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"“The Female Inner Power Club has been

my intangible luxury item this year,

precious time for myself to learn, reflect,

grow and most importantly connecting

with amazing women. I’m still soaking up

the material and look forward to all the

calls as each one is such an uplifting and

thought provoking experience."

Anja Eisenbrandt "Everything was something I had

worked with before, but this time

something totally shifted. 

After all the books I've read,

thetherapy, the courses - all of this

work through 25 years - I am blown

away thatit would be a Zoom coaching

sessions about something work-

related that reallygot to the heart of

this - and now is impacting everything

in my life. It'stotally amazing."

Ann-Jeanett Moeller

“I am so utterly happy. I firmly believe that

the Female Inner Power work was the

catalyst for all of this. So thank you.

Before doing this I don’t think I would have

dared dream that this could be possible

professionally.”

Holly Hufnagel

"“The FIPC is  a supportive space for raw

honesty, that is received and not judged.

A library of insightful, educational,

emotive recordings that create many

‘aha’ moments. A group of women who are

not strangers, but just friends we haven’t

yet made. Thank you Noomi, thank you,

you awesome women.”

Emma Crabtree

""I love the recordings and keep coming

back to, in particular, the modules on

intuition, not working for your actual boss

and the queen and the knight. And I love

being part of this club - inclusive and

exclusive at the same time." 

FIPC Member

"The miracle that you made me

discover is quite powerful."

Nirina Clark
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DO I HAVE TO DO ALL THE

MODULES?

No absolutely not. Start by listening

to the Welcome Module and

particularly the audio How to Get the

Most out of the Club. Go where you

feel curious. 

And if you have a specific

area/issue/goal you want support with

write a post in the FB group and I will

point you to the most relevant and

helpful training.

HOW IS  THE MATERIAL DELIVERED?

All the training in the membership site

are broken into 5-20 minutes. Most of

them are audio, so you can listen on

your mobile while on the go, some is

video and some is text. 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:
 

HOW DO THE LIVE CALLS WORK?

We will have the live calls either via

Zoom or FB Live and I will rotate times

to accommodate different time

zones.

If you can't make it live, you will get a

link to the replay. You can also ask

questions beforehand, so even if you

can't make it live, you will have your

questions answered.  

IS IT ONLY FOR CORPORATE

WOMEN?

No. This is for women that are self

employed, employed, unemployed and

unsure about their work. It's for

women who are interested in doing

the inner work, to add more joy, ease

and impact to their life and work.

HOW MUCH TIME WILL THE CLUB

TAKE?

That's totally up to you. It can be 5-

minutes a week or a lot more.

Everything in the club is designed to

release energy, add more flow into

your life, so it's a gift to your life, not

another to-do.

WILL THIS HELP ME WITH MY

WORK?

Absolutely. Some of the material is

specifically focused on leadership but

most of it is not. However, since all

the material will strengthen your inner

power, everything you do in your work,

business and life will benefit

massively. 

 

 



 

 
Ready to join the

FEMALE INNER POWER CLUB ?
 

“Nothing can 
dim the light 
which shines 
from within.”

  
Maya Angelou

Sign up now. 

www.noominatan.com/female-power

https://noominatan.com/female-power/

